
Networking Infrastruction Solutions for Education

Question: Is your network meeting the growing demands of today’s

educational environment? Howard can help you assess your

network’s current capabilities and suggest an efficient and

economical upgrade path to ensure your network can handle the

needs of your faculty and students, today and in the future.

Question: Does your wireless network provide a consistent and reliable

end user experience? Howard’s engineer team has over 118 years

of combined IT experience. We can help you get the most from

your wireless network and create a dependable wireless infrastructure.

Question: Do you have a plan for battery backup? Prevent data 

corruption and loss, as well as damage to delicate electrical 

components with the extended power protection supplied by an 

uninterruptible power supply (UPS).

Question: Do you have a disaster recovery plan in place? We can help 

design and build a backup/recovery plan that will allow you to rest easy, 

knowing your data is safe. Howard engineers can assist your IT team in 

designing disaster recovery systems that utilize physical, on-premises 

appliances, cloud-based solutions, or a hybrid system.

Question: Are your users and data sources secure? Howard has a 

dedicated security engineer to help you test your current security fabric 

and create a customized security design to safeguard your network and 

its contents.

Question: Can we schedule a walkthrough to discuss your Erate plans? 

Having been an E-Rate solutions provider since 2001, Howard fully 

understands both the requirements and the challenges associated with 

education networks.
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Get connected and stay that way—simply, reliably, and affordably—with comprehensive networking solutions that include design and 

deployment of enterprise level wired and wireless networks. Howard’s team of certified network engineers can provide security 

management, storage and backup solutions, remote access capability, security access control, and disaster recovery. We pride ourselves 

in the quality of service and support we give to all our customers, from network assessment and wireless surveys in the beginning, 

through the installation process and beyond. Let us help you build an IT foundation solid enough to support the growth you expect.



Network Infrastructure Product Categories

BACKUP & REPLICATION | Barracuda | CommVault | Cybernetics | Exagrid | HPE | Quest | Rubrik | Spectra Logic 
Unitrends | Veeam | VMware | Zerto

SECURITY SOLUTIONS | Aruba | Barracuda | BitDefender | Fortinet | Juniper | McAfee | Panda Security | Radware 
Sophos | Symantec

BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS | Allot | Radware

SERVERS | HOWARD | Dell | Fujitsu | HPE | HVE | IBM | Lenovo

COOLING, LAN STORAGE & POWER PROTECTION PRODUCTS | APC | Cyberpower | Eaton | Orion 
Schneider Electric | SurgeX | Tripp Lite

WIRELESS | Arista Networks | Aruba | Cisco | Cradlepoint | Extreme | Fortinet | HP | Meraki | NetGear | Riverbed 
Ruckus | Ubiquiti

DISASTER RECOVERY PRODUCTS | HOWARD | Dell EMC | Veeam | VMware

EMAIL ARCHIVING SOLUTIONS | Arcmail | Barracuda

HYPERCONVERGED | Dell EMC | HPE | HVE | NetApp | Nutanix

NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL | Aruba | Extreme | Fortinet | Impulse

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE | Aruba | Broadcom | Cisco | Extreme | HPE | Ruckus

CONTENT FILTERING | Barracuda | ContentKeeper | ESET | FamilyZone | Fortinet | iBoss | Lightspeed Systems
Palo Alto | Securly

STORAGE | Buffalo | Dell EMC | HVE | Overland Tandberg | Western Digital

CONTINUITY SOLUTIONS | Cisco

VOIP | Cisco | Digium | Fortinet | Mitel | Polycom | Vertical | Zultys
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Featured Network Infrastructure Brands


